Estimating physical invariant measures and space averages of dynamical systems indicators

GARY FROYLAND

We consider discrete, differentiable dynamical systems $T : M \rightarrow M$ where $M$ is a smooth $d$-dimensional manifold embedded in Euclidean space, and shall be concerned with ergodic averages of real-valued functions $g : M \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. Such averages may be performed by arithmetically averaging $g$ along an infinitely long single orbit (time averaging) or by integrating $g$ with respect to an ergodic invariant measure (space averaging). We are particularly interested in the situation where these two methods yield identical answers for a large number of orbits, as in this situation the invariant measure has some physical significance.

A dynamical indicator that arises as an ergodic average are the Lyapunov exponents of $T$. These quantities describe asymptotic rates of local stretching (or contraction) of phase space under $T$. Chapter 1 of this thesis describes in detail a new method of computing Lyapunov exponents from either an experimental set of data or a known map $T$, using a spatial average rather than the conventional time average. Our approach involves calculating the Lyapunov exponents of a related Markov chain, with the unique invariant density of this random system providing us with an estimate of the physical invariant measure of $T$. Numerically computing the estimates of both the Lyapunov exponents and the physical invariant measure is a matter of solving two eigenvalue problems. A detailed application of the technique is given for the two-dimensional Hénon system.

In Part II of this thesis we consider the question of whether the density of our induced Markov chain is indeed approximating the “physical” invariant measure of our deterministic system. Following an idea of Ulam [1], the transition matrix governing our Markov chain is simply constructed from the one-step interactions of sets in a finite partition of phase space. In Chapter 2 it is shown that this Markov chain may be viewed as a small random perturbation of $T$, and that as the magnitude of these perturbations go to zero, the limiting zero-noise measure is an invariant measure of $T$. Our argument
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in Chapter 1 was that since our approximation arises as a zero-noise limit of random perturbations of $T$, this limiting measure is in some sense robust with respect to small perturbations and is therefore of physical significance. We examine our invariant measure approximation in more detail, and include encouraging numerical examples for the Hénon system and a nonlinear torus map. It is then shown via counterexamples that not all limits of randomly perturbed systems are physical measures; in light of this it seems that our particular perturbation has some special properties not enjoyed by other perturbations.

Chapter 3 shows that this is indeed the case, with a proof of the fact that our approximation converges to the physical invariant measure of $d$-dimensional expanding maps and two-dimensional Anosov systems, provided that the partition used to generate our transition matrix is a Markov partition for $T$. By using Markov partition sets, the entries of the transition matrix governing our induced Markov chain take on a special meaning concerning the rate of local stretching of $T$. To my knowledge, this result represents the first proof that Ulam's approximation may be applied to Anosov systems to approximate physical measures.

The requirement in Chapter 3 that a Markov partition be used is rather restrictive for computer implementation of the approximation. Chapter 4 attempts to extend the result of the previous chapter to more general partitions using simple observations concerning the structure of the transition matrix. It is noted that our transition matrix is close to a special transition matrix whose invariant density produces the physical invariant measure in the limit as our partition is refined. The problem now boils down to one of how sensitive the invariant density of the special transition matrix is to perturbations of the entries in the matrix. For two classes of maps we prove that this special transition matrix is sufficiently insensitive to guarantee convergence of our approximate invariant measures to the physical invariant measure. For more general maps, we present numerical results to support our conjecture on robustness of the transition matrices.

The sensitivity of the special transition matrix is dependent on how quickly the Markov chain approaches equilibrium; in other words, its rate of mixing. In Chapter 5 we conjecture that maps that display certain mixing properties produce transition matrices that are also strongly mixing. A comparison of the mixing rates of various model maps (and flavours of mixing) with the mixing rates of the corresponding transition matrices is made in an effort to find which particular mixing property of the map controls the mixing properties of the induced Markov chains. We conclude with a technique for linking the induced Markov chains constructed from a partition and its refinement, and put forward arguments as to why our extension of Ulam's approximation may be considered to be the best possible finite approximation of the dynamics of $T$. 
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